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Wordle tag comparison of the seminal paper on PageRank (Google) vs. the
Social Search Engine (Vark).
Note the relative emphasis on pages vs. users between the two. With
emergence of Web2.0 and increasing growth in user-generated content and
social networks, knowledge of the relationships between users and data is
becoming more critical to search.
Google Paper: http://infolab.stanford.edu/~backrub/google.html
Vark Paper: http://vark.com/aardvarkFinalWWW2010.pdf
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Social Search = bring social influences to improve search results.
Social influence can come via generated data (social media) or via user
interactions (social graph)
Machine-based Search (Passive Search) – uses relationships to
contextualize the response
-- Uses social data as additional source of information
-- Uses social graph as filter to highlight ‘trusted’ sources
-- Uses recency (graph-agnostic) to highlight ‘fresh’ sources
Human-based Search (Active Interaction) – uses relationships to socialize
the query
-- Uses social data to profile and classify user expertise
-- Uses social graph as router to incentivize participation
-- Q&A generated from active interaction becomes “data” for subsequent
search optimization
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Looking at Social Search solutions from a utility perspective
- As Sensor: leverage the crowd as collective “real-time” intelligence
gatherers
- As Filter: leverage known (trusted) social relationships to augment or
scope web results to reflect data from one’s social graph.
- As Router: leverage social graphs as routers to forward queries to
potential responders with relevant expertise (most useful for ephemeral or
subjective queries)

Social + Search – Interdependent utility
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Social graph as “trust” metric
Focus on information retrieval
e.g., Google Social Search (beta)

Crowd as aggregated “pulse”
Focus on information just-in-time
e.g., OneRiot, Twitter
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e.g., Yahoo! Answers, Vark

Patterns of flow for social search:
Real-time data acquired from sources containing user data
- Conversational updates (Twitter, Facebook, Buzz)
- Presence/location updates (Foursquare, Gowalla)
- Application data-sharing (Amazon reviews, Google Reader shares)
Real-time feed used directly for “as-sensor” needs.
In addition, feed data used as follows:
-- Data with persistent value (e.g., reviews, UGC, conversations) becomes
context for “as-filter”
-- Data with ephemeral value (e.g., am at restaurant X) becomes relevancy
context for “as-router” (e.g., give more weight to responses from people who
have been to that restaurant recently)
-- Data mining used to profile individual users and establish strength of ties
within social networks
-- Profiles useful to curate web results (as-filter) e.g., select social graph
individuals with authority in the query topic space
-- Strength of ties useful to persuade participation (as-router) e.g., expose
degree of connectivity to potential responders as incentive to provider
faster/better answers

Evolution of the ‘Contextualized’ Query
Social-as-Filter (trust)
Social-as-Sensor (time)
Exemplifies ‘passive’ social search
(works with existing data)

An example of how contextualized queries work – using Google Properties
as a backdrop

Google Social Search (beta) – Social As Filter

Provides social context to web search results
http://www.google.com

Google SocialSearch (beta) – Log in to a Google account, create a Google
profile, then click on “Social” in Search options to see relevant results from
your social network for the given query
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Social contextualized your query – but requires disclosure of all relevant
social graphs to the underlying search engine
- e.g., Specify different social networks you belong to (or applications you
use) in Google Profile
Pro: User’s implicit knowledge of his social graph translates into his level of
trust in socially-scoped results
Con: “Worlds collide” – user is implicitly agreeing to have HIS/HER data
used for contextualizing others’ queries, leading to potential exposure of data
outside the context originally intended by the user.
Food For Thought:
The latter is particularly true with increasing monetization of social search
through advertisements and ‘ambassadorships’. Commercial brands are
very careful to ensure that ads/links around their content are relevant and
reflect positively on that brand. Shouldn’t users have the same rights? How
to prevent a social-shared family photo from being included in a query whose
results page has ads from a brand/product that the user does not support?

Google ‘Real-Time’ Search – Social As Sensor

Provides temporal context to web search results

Google integration of real-time search results from sources like Twitter.
Can be accessed by turning on the temporal (e.g., latest, past 24 hours etc.)
facets for search provided in the search options page.
Note that these results do NOT need the social filter to be enabled but are
more expressive of a ‘pulse’ on the collective intelligence of the crowd (i.e.,
trending) from publicly-shared social media

Google Buzz – Explicit (vs. contextual) search of data

http://blog.mygazines.com/2010/02/10/google-buzz-how-digital-publishers-can-use-this-social-media-tool/google-buzz-screen/

Provides direct search of social data (no web)

Google Buzz “Search” feature provides yet another facet to social search
where it simply indexes MY social graph data for easy lookup and
navigation. Note that in this context, a search filters ONLY my social network
and personal data but does not pulling web results.
Note also that Google Buzz can help refine your Google Profile (social data
linkages) and thus becoming a factor for the social-as-filter aspects of web
search

Challenges for Contextualized Social Search

• Federated User Identity – who owns it?
• Data Privacy
– Exposing data out-of-context (from original user intent)
– New assertions by correlating across networks (worlds collide)

• User effort
– User still in the loop for manual curation of results
– Weak vs. Strong ties (Twitter Friends vs. Phone Addressbook)

With great power comes great (ir) responsibility.
Social search requires exposing my social graphs to the “search engine” that performs the
query. This requires some notion of a federated user identity that can be used by this engine
to map onto different identities I assume in different networks. He who owns this identity
knows more about me than any individual member of my social graph. (A good read here is
some of the “Faceted Identity” work from danah boyd)
So who owns this? Google? Facebook?
And how can new networks and applications participate? (Enablers like OpenID, OAuth etc.
worth knowing)
Second biggest challenge is Privacy – exposing data out-of context AND the ability for
machines to have more perfect memories than humans (i.e., ability to dredge up data that
the user thought was buried and long forgotten by his social peers)
Third challenge is user effort in curating the results further
- Not all social networks are equal, and not all “linkages” have equal value in different
contexts
- Filtering results based on machine perception of relevance (vs. user perception) will hinder
more than help. For instance, my Twitter network is larger but potentially less-trustworthy
than my Phone contacts list.

“Socializing” the Query
Social-as-router
Exemplifies ‘active’ social search
(generates new data in response to query )

An area of increasing interest and emergent innovation. Focus on social as a
router – i.e, use social data to profile users and route queries to them for
better quality responses.
Great quote from Vark presenter at SXSW Panel
(http://www.slideshare.net/bmevans/introductory-slides)
“Web Search is great for objective questions, but subjective questions
generate the majority of search revenues.”

Evolution of a Socialized Query – it’s all in the interface
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Socializing the query focuses on putting the query in front of other users and getting
answers directly from them. Socializing queries results in the GENERATION of results (vs.
simply RETRIEVAL of results from existing social media repositories)
Evolution here is all about the interface between the search “engine” and the user (both in
the role of asker, and responder)
First step was the Q&A FORUM – Yahoo! Answers is a prime example. This is the
DESTINATION pattern. Users had to go to a central website and find (discover) the query.
Single centralized interface for submitting and discovering queries raised several challenges
including query starvation (new queries push old queries off the ‘visible’ front page), query
management (asynchronous interaction meant no clear way to know if a user’s query was
answered to his satisfaction) and relevance ranking (how to rate the quality of
queries/responses to maximize utility). And, there is the challenge of incentivizing
participation from askers/responders.
With the DISTRIBUTION patten (e.g., Varj, KGB, ChaCha) we’re evolving to a more
decentralized interface where the query can be submitted via various methods (IM, SMS,
Email, Twitter, Web) to the system – and the query can also be routed to the various
potential responders in different ways (e.g., via email, SMS etc). Thus, instead of a user
finding a query, the query now finds the right user=> reduces query starvation issues,
increases potential for relevant answers.
With the DOMAIN pattern, interfaces are now being tuned to incorporate semantic and
behavioral context that can be derived from domain-specific knowledge. This is useful in not
only improving the quality of the query (potentially enabling a search-engine to be treated as
a pseudo-user for one more set of responses) but also in understanding when/how/why
users ask questions and respond to them. Most importantly, this allows for Q&A to then
become a more reliable and persistent knowledge-base over time for that domain – which in
turn can stem the need to distribute queries with cache-able results.

Yahoo Answers: The established Q&A Destination

http://answers.yahoo.com

http://answers.yahoo.com
Most popular Q&A forum in the US and a good example of socialized Q&A
destination. All interactions happen via portal (no API to distribute the
interface .. Yet)
Great source for datasets to analyze and improve various aspects of the
social search paradigm.
For good reads in this space, look at papers from Eugene Agichtein (and
students), and Mark Ackerman/Lada Adamic (and students)

Mahalo Answers: New ways to incentivize participants

http://www.mahalo.com

www.mahalo.com
Addressed the incentivization issue by creating a marketplace driven by
points that can be cashed in for real currency. Users can earn points through
various levels of interaction – and can also provide feedback on other users’
expertise and utility. The latter is also used in creating new features like
expert pages (where askers can submit queries directly to a specific user)
and ‘tasks’ where users considering themselves experts can sign on to do
relevant tasks for rewards.

Hunch – From recommendations to ‘taste-graphs’

http://www.hunch.com

Adds a new twist to this medium by helping the asker refine his query
through iterative survey-like interactions. Still a destination solution but an
asker now comes here with a dilemma and is helped in distilling it down to a
more concrete query for which the system can provide a useful
recommendation (from collective knowledge).
Hunch is essentially innovating in the space of trying to profile users through
implicit clustering (e.g., between similar users) and explicit query (i.e., the
THAY or Tell Hunch About You feature).
Their current focus is on developing “taste-graphs” (vs. social-graphs) where
taste graphs try to connect users showing similar tastes in different contexts.

ChaCha/KGB – Distributing the query. Paid Experts.

Decentralized interfaces (IM, SMS, Email, Twitter)
http://kgb.com

http://chacha.com

Amongst the first to explore distributing queries through IM/Email/SMS etc.
ChaCha was interesting in that they “paid” experts to answer questions.
Incoming queries were quickly scanned by REAL humans, then routed to
relevant experts (again real people) who would return responses to the
central portal, which then routed the response back to the asker. Experts
were paid based on quantity and quality of responses – challenges lie in
monetization and effectiveness. Service was free to askers.
However, the thought-leadership in this space is currently with Vark – a
service that distributes the query to regular users using a expertise ranking
and matching platform. Their WWW2010 paper
(http://blog.vark.com/?p=352) describes this system and is highlyrecommended reading

ChaCha.me – evolving to collective intelligence

http://chacha.me

Vark – The “Social Search” Engine (acquired by Google)

True crowd-sourcing of query (with intelligent selection)
http://www.vark.com

Challenges in Socialized Queries

• Query Formulation – “How” to frame the question?
• Query Routing – “Whom” to ask?
• Query Visibility – How to prevent query starvation?
• Response Gathering – “How many” before we’re confident
• Response Grading – How do we rate the response?
• Response Delivery – “How” and “where” to send replies
• Participation incentives – benefits vs. costs

The Domain Difference

• Niche Q&A forums or interfaces that bring in domain
context or semantic knowledge to improve utility
– LinkedIn Answers: Q&A for professional/career topics
– TwelpForce: Best Buy Q&A Twitter “bot” for directed queries
– TV Answers: Q&A around visual (rich media) queries

• The “TV Answers” System (an domain-specific example)
– The Vocabulary problem – asking questions related to rich visual
context on a search engine is hard.
– The Recognition problem – humans are faster and more adept at
recognizing visual cues (compared to machines)

Recommended Reading ..

•
•
•
•

Search in Social Media Workshops (SSM)
Community Question-Answering (Eugene Agichtein)
Knowledge-Sharing Networks (Lada Adamic)
Social Strategies for Search (Brynn Evans)

•
•
•
•

The Inner Workings of a Real-time Search Engine (OneRiot)
Anatomy of a Large-Scale Social Search Engine (Vark)
Introducing Google Search (Google Search Beta)
How Hunch Works (Hunch)

Search in Social Media Workshops
http://ir.mathcs.emory.edu/SSM2010/
Community Question-Answering
http://www.mathcs.emory.edu/~eugene/publications.html
Knowledge-Sharing Networks
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~ladamic/projects/
Social Strategies for Search
http://brynnevans.com/writing-speaking/
The Inner Workings of a Real-time Search Engine
http://blog.oneriot.com/content/2009/06/the-inner-workings-of-a-realtime-search-engine/
Anatomy of a Large-Scale Social Search Engine
http://blog.vark.com/?p=352
Introducing Google Search
http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2009/10/introducing-google-social-search-i.html
How Hunch Works
http://hunch.com/info/how-hunch-works/

The TV Answers System
Social Search for Rich Media Queries
N. Narasimhan, J. Wodka, V. Vasudevan

“TV Answers: using the wisdom of crowds to facilitate searches with rich
media context” (CCNC 2010)
Paper Available at: http://techpubs.motorola.com/IPCOM/189001

Motorola Applied Research Center

“TV Answers: using the wisdom of crowds to facilitate searches with rich media context” (CCNC 2010)
Paper Available at:
http://techpubs.motorola.com/IPCOM/189001

TV Answers – Bring ‘explicit’ social search to TV
• Focus on user-generated queries around viewed content
• Real-world examples (from Yahoo! Answers ‘TV’ category)

• Goal – instrument user-facing interfaces to leverage semantic
and behavioral knowledge specific to the domain

What’s the challenge in ‘inline’ TV Search?
How to ask the question?
‘Search’ interfaces on TV are
cumbersome, limited in facets
Human questions tend to be
ambiguous, imprecise

Whom to target for responses?
Humans excel (over SE) in
visual interpretation, intuitive
query ‘tuning’, collective wisdom

The “TV Answers” System
How to ask the question?
‘Freeze-Frame’ interface to
capture visual context
‘Templates’ helper to ease
query creation

Whom to ask?
‘Edge proxy’ intermediary to
route query to relevant user
communities for responses
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V1 Prototype – OCAP Client Screenshots

Annotate & Submit – provide query text

Response Gathering

Freeze & Focus – capture query context

Query Dashboard – view submitted queries

Response Dialog – view response details

Questions?
For more information:
nitya@motorola.com
http://www.twitter.com/nitya
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Twitter @Anywhere (decentralized integration)

Mechanical Turk: crowd-source the task (not the query)

Social Retail Domain: The Best Buy Case Study

